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Background
Due to increased access to technology in the classroom and new limits on paper and copies, I decided to study the effects of the paperless classroom. In my high school physics classroom I have a class set of devices (laptops and Chromebooks). While technology has been in my classroom for a few years and it is used sometimes, I had not fully transitioned to making my class technology based prior to this study. While most of my students have access to technology at home, some do not, so this was a major concern going into the paperless unit.

Students are often hesitant to transition and teachers feel like they do not have enough training to transition to a technology based classroom effectively. In the end the students often like it, but the teachers are often left frustrated, as it is new to them and they do not feel as though they have been trained adequately. As one-to-one computing and paperless classrooms become more and more common, some of the training could be moved to teacher training programs so that teachers enter the classroom prepared to utilize any technology that is available to them.

Methodology
To study the effectiveness of the paperless classroom, I first conducted a pre-treatment unit that was done completely on paper. I then taught a treatment unit that was nearly entirely paperless.

For each unit, students took a pre-test and post-test to measure learning. Students turned in assignments during each unit and classwork completion rates were compared. I also kept a time log and a teacher journal to compare how class minutes were spent and how I perceived activities were going for each unit.

At the beginning and the end I administered a student technology survey. At the end I conducted student interviews.

Results
Efficiency in transitions and classroom procedures was about equal between the pre-treatment and treatment units. Where time was added to take out and put away computers, it was saved in not having to pass out papers and quicker transition times.

Students’ overall attitudes towards turning in assignments, taking notes, and taking assessments digitally improved from the pre-study survey to the post-study survey (Chart 1).

Classwork completion rates increased from 92% to 95%, which resulted in a medium sized normalized gain5. The pre-test and post-test results for the pre-treatment unit resulted in low normalized gains. The pre-test and post-test results for the pre-treatment unit resulted in medium normalized gains.

My teacher journals and the student interviews showed a general trend. At the beginning of the treatment unit there were frequent frustrations and things were not going very smoothly. As the unit progressed and procedures became more familiar to both the teacher and the students, there was a very favorable view of doing and turning in work digitally.

Conclusions
With proper teacher training and time to get comfortable, a technology based, paperless, or nearly paperless classroom can be both efficient and effective. It should be expected that both teachers and students will run into some frustrating situations as this new way of running class is implemented, but if they persist, the issues can be worked out and the class can run smoothly.

I found that students were turning in more of their work because they were able to get to their assignments on their phones and easily finish them up at home if they needed to, they weren’t losing their work, and everything with due dates was in one place on Google Classroom. This also improved the ability of absent students to catch up after missing class.

The Google suite of applications plus the add-ons are very good and can help students and teachers to accomplish a lot. There are also other programs and websites that are great for a technology based science course.

I find that drawings and solving math problems still work best on paper or on white boards, but students were able to take pictures of their papers or whiteboards to insert into their documents.

Grading tests and quizzes was much easier when it came to multiple choice and written response questions. I did not have to decipher hand writing.

Overall, the treatment unit went very well and I will go into next school year with a paperless classroom.
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Table 1: Student Technology Pre/Post Survey Results, (N=28).

Question 1: I prefer to turn in assignments digitally.
Question 2: I prefer to take tests digitally.
Question 3: Turning assignments in digitally is an effective way for me to submit my work.
Question 4: I prefer to turn in assignments digitally.
Question 5: Digital and paper versions of my assignments are the same.
Question 6: I prefer to turn notes digitally.
Question 7: I prefer to turn in my assignments digitally.

Chart 1: Efficiency in transitions and classroom procedures.

Chart 2: Test score and classwork score distributions, (N=99).

Chart 3: Student Technology Pre/Post Survey Results, (N=28).